Zebra's revolutionary single plane TC8000 handheld scanner scans barcodes three times faster than gun-style scanners. To complete each scan, gun-style scanners take more than three seconds and require two planes/positions. In contrast, the TC8000 takes one second and requires only one plane/position to perform scanning, reading and verification.

**2-STEP SCAN / READ / VERIFY**

1. **SCAN BARCODE**
2. **TILT TO READ/VERIFY**

3.75 SECONDS PER SCAN

**SCAN / READ / VERIFY IN ONE STEP**

1 SECOND PER SCAN

**DUAL PLANE TILT-AND-VERIFY vs. SINGLE LINE OF SIGHT**

- **HUMAN FACTORS-DRIVEN DESIGN**
  - Extensive human factors research evaluated actual warehouse worker needs for picking, packing, put-away and cycle counting

- **SINGLE PLANE USER INTERFACE**
  - 2-step process becomes 1-step
  - Single plane eliminates tilting motion
  - Reduces scan time from 3.75 seconds to 1 second

- **ALL-TOUCH TERMINAL EMULATION**
  - Transforms green screens to intuitive touch-driven applications
  - Reduces training time
  - Session persistence protects worker productivity

- **IMPROVED ERGONOMICS**
  - Alignment allows for maximum hand strength
  - Decreases overall muscle exertion by 15%
  - 33% lighter than gun-style models
  - Better center of gravity

---

**TC8000 DELIVERS REVOLUTIONARY GROWTH IN PRODUCTIVITY**

**Boosts productivity by 14%**

**Saves: 1 hour per worker, per shift**

**Reduces worker motions by 76%**

**Streamlines workflow**

**Reduces time-to-task fulfillment**

Find out how you can increase your warehouse productivity by 14%, visit seemore.zebra.com/increase-productivity-with-tc8000